
If you want to discover biblical principles for dating, love,romance, sex, and marriage, this is one of the most thorough
books ever written! The information contained in this book is

designed to help individuals navigate through the challenges of
single life and also help single people to wage war on divorce
before entering into marriage.
Dr. Neil Clark Warren, an author and relationship expert who

has counseled more than seven thousand individuals, declares
that “of the 90 percent of Americans who marry, 50 percent will
divorce. Another 20 to 25 percent will remain married though
miserable. . . . Putting it bluntly, nearly 75 percent of the mar-
riages that take place this year will eventually turn sour.”
How can you avoid being just another divorce statistic or being

married and miserable?
Dr. Myles Munroe states, “Through my many years of premar-

ital and marriage counseling, I have discovered that one of the main
causes of problems after marriage is the lack of knowledge or

inaccurate knowledge beforemarriage. . . . It is much easier to avoid
mistakes in the beginning than to correct them in mid-stream.”
Knowledge is power! And this no-hype, no-holds-barred book

will truly provide you with the accurate knowledge needed for the
purpose of building successful relationships from a biblical stand-
point.
Whether you have never been married or are divorced with the

hopes of being married again, if you properly apply the knowledge
in this book, you can avoid the heartbreak and pain of misguided
relationships.
Gregory Dixon, a single Christian searching for answers, spent

ten years researching and writing this book. This thorough and com-
plete guide is based on solid biblical research, practical knowledge
from his personal experiences as a single Christian, and years of
research and knowledge gained from successfully married couples
and relationship experts. Not only is this book ideal for singles, but
it is also a powerful resource for married couples and counselors.

TOPICS INCLUDE:
� What men must do before they say “I do”
� Is dating a biblical concept?
� Living single in a sex-crazed culture
� How a woman can know when she is in a relationship going nowhere
� Six red flags you must not ignore
� Three wrong reasons people fall in love
� The critical areas of compatibility
� Three things to avoid until you are absolutely serious
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